Central core control of developmental plasticity in the kitten visual cortex: I. Diencephalic lesions.
In five, dark-reared, 4-week-old kittens the posterior two thirds of the corpus callosum were split, and a lesion comprising the intralaminar nuclei was made of the left medial thalamic complex. In addition, the right eye was closed by suture. Post-operatively, the kittens showed abnormal orienting responses, neglecting visual stimuli presented in the hemifield contralateral to the side of the lesion. Sudden changes in light, sound, or somatosensory stimulation elicited orienting responses that all tended toward the side of the lesion. These massive symptoms faded within a few weeks but the kittens continued to neglect visual stimuli in the hemifield contralateral to the lesion when a second stimulus was presented simultaneously in the other hemifield. Electrophysiologic analysis of the visual cortex, performed after the end of the critical period, revealed marked interhemispheric differences. In the visual cortex of the normal hemisphere most neurons were monocular and responded exclusively to stimulation of the open eye, but otherwise had normal receptive field properties. In the visual cortex of the hemisphere containing the thalamic lesion, the majority of the neurons remained binocular. In addition, the selectivity for stimulus orientation and the vigor of responses to optimally aligned stimuli were subnormal on this side. Thus, the same retinal signals, which in the control hemisphere suppressed the pathways from the deprived eye and supported the development of normal receptive fields, failed to do either in the hemisphere containing the thalamic lesion. Apparently, experience-dependent changes in the visual cortex require both retinal stimulation and the functioning of diencephalic structures which modulate cortical excitability and control selective attention.